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Preface

Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and perpendicular exchange bias

(PEB) of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films have been studied systematically in this

thesis. The influences of post-annealing temperature, CoPt thickness, CoO

thickness, repetition period and CoO seed layer on PMA and PEB were studied

step by step. Enhancement of PMA and PEB by thermal annealing has been

confirmed in [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films. We found 300oC-annealed

[CoOx/CoPty]n possess the strongest PMA and the best PEB.

According to the experiments, CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer

films show the best PMA performance and possess the highest thermal stability at

the temperature region between -192oC and 400oC. This indicates

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer films could be a potential candidate

for the PMA application at middle-high temperature region between 300oC and

400oC. After perpendicular field cooling, 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5

film shows the best PEB performance, having a PEB value of 1060 Oe. We hope

this 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer film can have some

potential applications in perpendicular magnetic tunneling junction.

The mechanism responsible for the magnetic anisotropy transition in

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films has been studied in detail by analyzing

CoO/CoPt interface and CoPt layer internal stress. It is found the effective PMA

energy is proportional to the CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress but is inversely



proportional to the CoO/CoPt interface roughness. By means of low temperature

experiment, we demonstrate the magnetic anisotropy transition observed in

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer film is mainly attributed to the change of CoPt

layer in-plane tensile stress. In other words, it is magnetoelastically induced

magnetic anisotropy transition in [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5.

The effects of magnetoelastically induced PMA on PEB have been studied in

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films. Significant enhancement of PMA was

achieved in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films after annealing due to the

increase of CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress. With the enhancement of

magnetoelastically induced PMA, great improvement of PEB was also achieved

in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films. We consider the enhanced PMA with

more perpendicular spins alignment in CoPt layer results in the improved PEB in

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films through enhanced perpendicular spins

coupling at CoO/CoPt interfaces.

To our knowledge, the PMA surviving at temperature region between 300oC

and 400oC in [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer film is obtained for the first time. On the

other hand, the positive effect of PMA on PEB at FM/AFM interface in

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films is also reported for the first time.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

At present, the digital information storage devices can be classified mainly into

optical storage (CD, DVD), semiconductor storage (flash memory, SD card) and

magnetic storage (floppy disk, HDDs). In the past decades, hard disk drives

(HDDs) grew rapidly because of the strong growth of the information society.

The first HDDs could be dated back to late 1950s when IBM introduced random

access method of accounting and control (RAMAC) with a areal density of 2

kb/in2. Then, HDDs was improved over time and entered our personal computers

in the 1980s. In 2008, the areal density of HDDs had reached 600 Gb/in2, which

was 300-million times of its ancestor. In our daily life, such a tremendous

improvement in HDDs helps in many aspects, firstly the cost down per gigabit

helps us to buy date storage at cheaper costs, secondly higher areal density of

HDDs plays an important role in the development of electronic devices

miniaturization[1-7].

1.1 Challenge in longitudinal magnetic recording

Until recently, the HDDs industry has focused mainly on the longitudinal

magnetic recording method, in which the magnetization of each data bit is

aligned parallel to the disk. It is well known the total storage capacity of a HDDs
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depends on how small we can make the grain needed to represent one bit of

information: usually smaller grains generate greater capacity. However, there is a

lowest limit to the size of grains. If the magnetic grains on the disk are too tiny,

they would start to interfere with each other, and there will be a risk that the

magnetization may spontaneously reverse due to excitation by the thermal

energy[8].

Fig 1-1 Areal density development of HDDs[9].

As is known, the energy barrier that prevents the magnetization of a particle

from flipping is proportional to anisotropy energy KuV, where Ku is the

anisotropy constant of the material and V is the volume of the grain. With the

reduction of grain volume V, the anisotropy energy KuV and thus the energy

barrier for magnetization reversal will be reduced. If the grain volume V is small
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enough, the thermal energy KBT starts to compete with the anisotropy energy

KuV and makes the magnetization thermally excited and reversed. This

phenomenon, where the magnetic particles lose their ability to hold their

magnetic orientations and reverse their magnetization without any external field,

is known as the superparamagnetic effect (SPE)[10-19].

According to the previous report, the original data in HDDs will be lost even if

5% of the magnetization reverses due to SPE. To our knowledge, SPE is the

physical limit and also considered as the first threat to the areal density growth of

longitudinal recording technology[8].

1.2 History of perpendicular magnetic recording

Perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR) was first proven advantageous in

1970s by Iwasaki and his co-workers in Japan[20-22]. Contrast with the

conventional longitudinal magnetic recording, perpendicular magnetic recording

is based on the media with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA).

Fig 1-2 Configuration of longitudinal and perpendicular magnetic recording[23].
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As is shown in Fig1-2, generally a magnetic recording device has two key

components: a recording medium to store information, a writer and reader head to

produce localized magnetic field for writing information and to convert the

magnetic signals of the recording medium to electrical signals for reading

information. In a perpendicular magnetic recording disk, the magnetic bits keep

perpendicular to the disk surface. So far, the well accepted explanation for the

advantages of perpendicular magnetic recording is that it can achieve higher

storage densities by aligning the magnetic elements perpendicularly to the surface

of the disk, this means the magnetic elements can be placed closer on the disk,

and thus more magnetic elements can be stored in a given area[23].

Although perpendicular recording allows continued advances in areal density,

the research on perpendicular recording until the last century was limited. It took

about three decades to make a perpendicular recording product that has

competing performance, reliability, and price advantage over the prevalent

longitudinal recording technology[24-32].

Perpendicular recording was first used by Toshiba in 3.5" floppy disks in

1989 to permit 2.88 MB of capacity. After that, the perpendicular recording has

been improved greatly and its areal density shifts from 10Gb/in2 in 1999 to

500Gb/in2 recently. In 2005, the company Toshiba produced the first commercial

perpendicular magnetic recording HDDs. By 2010, 667Gb/in2 perpendicular

magnetic recording HDDs was available[33-37].
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In the future, perpendicular magnetic recording technology is predicted to be

dominated in the information storage field, so it is of great importance to study

perpendicular magnetic recording media at present.

1.3 Current perpendicular magnetic recording media

Perpendicular magnetic recording technology is based on perpendicular

magnetic recording media. So, it is necessary to introduce the popular

perpendicular magnetic recording media firstly.

1.3.1 CoCrPt-SiO2

The materials used as the perpendicular recording media has traditionally been

a Co alloy. In the late 1970s, Iwasaki et al. proposed CoCr alloy as the original

perpendicular magnetic recording media. Since then, offspring of Co alloy such

as CoCrPt, CoCrTa, CoCrNb, CoCrPtNb, and CoCrPtB were developed

successively[8, 25, 26, 30, 32, 38-41].

In 2002, Oikawa et al. added SiO2 into CoCrPt alloy to form SiO2 boundaries

which segregate the neighboring CoCrPt grains magnetic-interaction and thus

achieve lower magnetic noise effectively[42-47]. Since its favorable properties,

nowadays CoCrPt-SiO2 granular medium have been widely used in the

commercial perpendicular magnetic recording HDDs.

Fig1-3 are the in-plane TEM image and the related hysteresis loop of
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CoCrPt-SiO2 medium[9].

Fig 1-3 In-plane TEM image and hysteresis loop of CoCrPt-SiO2medium[9].

1.3.2 Co/Pd and CoPt/AlN

In 1985, Carcia firstly reported PMA with layered structure in Co/Pd system

and explained the mechanism responsible for PMA in terms of the interface
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anisotropy[48]. A few years later, PMA was also observed in Co/Au, Co/Pt and

Co/Ru systems, of which the magnetic anisotropy could be enhanced by

improving the interface quality[49-51]. However, it is universal in the above

metallic multilayer films that PMA always deteriorates at elevated temperatures

higher than 250oC-300oC due to the interface diffusion, which limits their

applications greatly[52].

In order to overcome the interface diffusion in Co/metal, AlN and TiN were

introduced instead of the metals recently, and PMA were obtained in CoPt/AlN,

FePt/AlN and CoPt/TiN multilayer films. However, in such systems it is hard to

get PMA without thermal annealing higher than 400oC[53-55].

1.3.3 L10CoPt and FePt

As is known, the magnetic anisotropy energy equals KuV, where Ku is the

magnetic anisotropy constant of the magnetic grain and V is the volume of the

magnetic grain[8]. To overcome the the superparamagnetic effect, the magnetic

anisotropy energy KuV should be greater than the thermal energy KBT. For the

specified KuV, it is easy to understand that the lager the magnetic anisotropy

constant Ku is, the smaller the grain volume can be made to improve the recording

areal density. So, it is significant to explore the materials that possess high

magnetic anisotropy.
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Fig1-4 FCC and FCT structures of FePt alloy.

Recently, face-centered-tetragonal (L10) CoPt and FePt alloy have been studied

extensively due to their large coercivity and high magneto-crystalline

anisotropy[56, 57]. As is shown in Fig1-4(a), Fe or Pt atoms occupy the lattice

points randomly in the FCC FePt solid solution alloy. After annealing, L10

transformation can be observed as shown in Fig1-4(b). However, L10

transformation usually needs post annealing higher than 600oC, which blocks its

applications in some degree. At present, many researchers are focusing on how to

reduce the transformation temperature[58, 59].

1.4 Magnetic anisotropy

A magnetically isotropic material has no preferential direction for its magnetic

moment unless there is an applied magnetic field. In contrast, the magnetic

moment of magnetically anisotropic materials will tend to align with an "easy

axis", which is an energetically favorable direction of spontaneous magnetization.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isotropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_moment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_moment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_moment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_moment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_magnetization
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In a word, magnetic anisotropy is the directional dependence of a

material's magnetic properties[60].

To our knowledge, the sources responsible for magnetic anisotropy can be

classified as: magnetocrystalline anisotropy, interface anisotropy, magnetoelastic

anisotropy and shape anisotropy[61, 62].

1.4.1 Magnetocrystalline anisotropy

Fig1-5 Magnetocrystalline anisotropy of ideal single domain Fe, Ni and Co.

In physics, the spin-orbit interaction is the primary source of

magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the atomic structure of a crystal introduces

preferential directions for the magnetization. A ferromagnetic material is said to

have magnetocrystalline anisotropy if it takes more energy to magnetize it in

certain directions than in others. These directions are usually related to

the principal axes of its crystal lattice. Based on the number of easy and hard axes,

magnetocrystalline anisotropy can be classified as : uniaxial anisotropy which has

only one easy axis, triaxial anisotropy which has a single easy axis,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anisotropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetocrystalline_anisotropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Villari_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Villari_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_anisotropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin-orbit_interaction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anisotropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_structure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_lattice
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an intermediate axis and a hard axis, cubic anisotropy which has three or four

easy axes[63-65]. For example, Fig1-5 shows the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of

ideal single domain Fe, Ni and Co.

1.4.2 Interface anisotropy

In [Ferromagnet/X]n ([F/X]n) multilayer thin films, the atoms of ferromagnet

layer located at the F/X interface usually show very different

magnetocrystalline anisotropy from the atoms of the bulk ferromagnet due to the

broken structure symmetry at F/X interface. Such anisotropy was predicted firstly

by Neel in 1954 and named as interface anisotropy. After extensive researches, it

is well accepted now in [F/X]nmultilayer thin films this F/X interface anisotropy

plays important roles on the whole magnetic anisotropy of [F/X]n[66-68].

1.4.3 Magnetoelastic anisotropy

Magnetostriction is a property of ferromagnetic materials that causes them to

change their shape or dimensions during the process of

magnetization. It characterizes the shape change of a ferromagnetic material

during magnetization. Magnetoelastic effect (inverse magnetostrictive effect) is

the name given to the change of the magnetic susceptibility of a material when

subjected to a mechanical stress. It characterizes the change of sample

magnetization for given magnetizing field strength when mechanical stresses are

applied to the sample[69-73]. In [F/X]n multilayer thin films, residual stress often

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anisotropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Villari_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_susceptibility
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
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occurs in ferromagnet layer due to the existence of F/X interface. This residual

stress will break the structure symmetry of ferromagnet layer, lead to different

magnetocrystalline anisotropy and thus have great influences on the whole

magnetic anisotropy of [F/X]n[74].

1.4.4 Shape anisotropy

Shape anisotropy is a typical long range anisotropy that originates from the

magnetic dipolar interactions. When a particle is not perfectly spherical,

the demagnetizing field will not be equal for all directions, creating one or more

easy axes. In [F/X]n multilayer thin films, the strong demagnetizing field usually

has great influences on the ferromagnet layer in-plane anisotropy[75].

1.5 Exchange bias effect

When a multilayer film with ferromagnetic(FM)/antiferromagnetic(AFM)

interfaces is cooled through the Neel temperature (TN) of AFM in a external

magnetic field the shift of FM hysteresis loop (HEB) can be induced, which is

so-called exchange bias effect (EB)[76]. It is well accepted now the essential

physics behind EB phenomenon is the coupling interaction between FM and

AFM at their interface, as is shown in Fig1-6.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anisotropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anisotropy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demagnetizing_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demagnetizing_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
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Fig1-6 Hysteresis loops of free FM and exchange biased FM[77].

Since its discovery in 1956, EB phenomenon has been widely studied, due to

its important roles in the development of fundamental physics, its complicated

mechanism and technological application in spintronics field[77]. The first

commercial device introducing exchange bias was anisotropic

magnetoresistance disk drive recording head made by IBM in the 1970s, but until

the 1990s spin valve head was well on its way to displacing the anisotropic

magnetoresistance disk drive recording head[78-81].

In fact, in most cases EB is established in the film plane of FM/AFM

multilayer, usually called longitudinal exchange bias (LEB). In the past few years,

with the development of PMA, out-of-plane perpendicular exchange bias (PEB)

was also introduced as an active topic since its discovery in 2000[83]. So far,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetoresistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetoresistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disk_drive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recording_head
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_valve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetoresistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetoresistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disk_drive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recording_head
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
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several groups have shown that some systems with PMA can exhibit PEB after

field cooling, such as CoPt/(CoO, FeMn, FeF2) multilayer films[82-84].

Despite the active research in this field, many aspects of EB are still

controversial or unresolved so far. Considering its important value both in theory

and application, we think it is significant to explore the nature of EB further.

1.5.1 Longitudinal exchange bias

LEB is associated with the exchange anisotropy generating at FM/AFM

interfaces. It was discovered in 1956 by Meiklejohn and Bean, when they studied

ferromagnetic Co particles embedded in antiferromagnetic CoO. Since then, LEB

was observed in many systems with FM/AFM interfaces[76].

Fig1-7 FM/AFM interface spin configuration of LEB ideal model[76].

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
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Fig1-7 is the FM/AFM interface spin configuration in a LEB ideal model. Here,

we assume that the Curie temperature (TC) of FM is higher than Neel temperature

(TN) of AFM. When the FM/AFM interface is cooled down through TN of AFM

in a external magnetic field parallel to the interface, the spins plane of AFM next

to the FM will align ferromagnetically to those of the FM due to the coupling

interaction, and the other spin planes in the AFM will keep anti-parallel order (ii).

If we reverse the external magnetic field, FM spins can be rotated by the reversed

external magnetic field, but AFM spins remain unchanged or only weakly

influenced by an externally applied magnetic field due to its intrinsic property

(iii). Therefore, the AFM spins plane near to the interface will generate a

microscopic torque which keeps FM spins in their original position (iv), and the

reversal of FM moment will have an added energetic cost corresponding to

overcome the microscopic torque from nearby AFM spins. In other words, FM

spins have a hard rotation direction that needs larger external magnetic field to

overcome the torque from AFM spins, and have a easy rotation direction in which

FM spins can be rotated easily (v). Thus, the shift of FM hysteresis loop parallel

to the interface can be induced as LEB[76].

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
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Fig1-8 Ideal spin valve and its R-H curve[77].

So far, one successful application of LEB is spin valve which can be used as

the core element in anisotropic magnetoresistance disk drive recording head[78-81].

As is shown in Fig1-8, in a ideal spin valve, apart from the free ferromagnetic

layer (which is magnetically soft), a fixed ferromagnetic layer that pinned by an

antiferromagnetic layer is required (the fixed ferromagnetic layer is longitudinal

exchange biased and it is magnetically hard). In addition, between free

ferromagnetic layer and fixed ferromagnetic layer, a non-magnetic conductor

layer is necessary to decouple the two ferromagnetic layers interactions[77].

Based on the spin alignment configurations between free ferromagnetic and

fixed ferromagnetic layers, the electrical resistance of spin valve can be changed

from high to low value. Generally, antiparallel spin alignment between free

ferromagnetic and fixed ferromagnetic layers leads to higher electrical resistance

than the parallel spin state. Due to its special property, spin valve can be used in

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetoresistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disk_drive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recording_head
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_resistance
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magnetic sensors, hard disk read heads as well as magnetic random access

memories[82-85].

1.5.2 Perpendicular exchange bias

Fig1-9 FM/AFM interface spin configuration of PEB ideal model[86].

To our knowledge, in the past decades researchers focused mainly on the LBE

effect before the discovery of PEB in 2000[88]. Recently, with the development of

PMA, PEB was also introduced as an active topic which has been observed in

CoPt/(CoO, FeMn, FeF2) multilayer films[87-89].

The spin configuration in PEB is shown in Fig1-9. We can find PEB is very

similar to LEB and the main difference is all spins are keep perpendicular to the

FM/AFM interface.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hard_disk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
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Nowadays, multilayer films with PEB are considered to be a potential effect

used in the perpendicular spin valve and perpendicular magnetic tunneling

junction e.g. With such industrial background as well as scientific interest, PEB

has been widely studied in FM/AFM multilayer systems[90].

1.6 Background of this work

1. According to our previous discussion in section 1.3.2, we have known that

for Co/Pd, Co/Au, Co/Pt and Co/Ru metallic multilayer films their PMA always

deteriorates at temperatures higher than 250oC-300oC due to the interface

diffusion, which limits their applications greatly[52]. On the other hand, in order to

overcome the interface diffusion in Co/X metallic multilayer films, AlN and TiN

are introduced to replace the X metal layer. After post thermal-annealing higher

than 400oC, PMA can be obtained in CoPt/AlN, FePt/AlN and CoPt/TiN

multilayer films. However, in such systems it is hard to get PMA without

thermal-annealing higher than 400oC and this also blocks their applications in

some degree[53-55]. So, at present it is a challenge to develop PMA materials that

can be used at middle-high temperature region between 300oC and 400oC.

2. Since their discoveries, PMA and PEB phenomenons have been widely

studied, due to their complicated mechanisms and technological applications. In

fact, despite the active researches in this field, many aspects of PMA and PEB are

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
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still controversial so far. So, the influences of intrinsic and extrinsic factors (as

following) on PMA and PEB still need further discussions. On the other hand, at

present there are few works mentioning the correlation between PMA and PEB.

So, considering the important values in theory and application, it is significant to

further explore the nature of PEB as well as the correlation between PMA and

PEB.

Intrinsic Factors

1. FM/AFM crystal texture

2. FM/AFM layer thickness

3. FM/AFM bilayer repetition period

4. FM/AFM interface roughness

5. FM/AFM internal stress

Extrinsic Factors

1. Thermal annealing

2. Cooling field
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1.7 Objectives of this work

1. Study the influences of post-annealing temperature, CoPt layer thickness, CoO

layer thickness, repetition period and CoO seed layer on PMA in [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films systematically.

2. Study the thermal stability of PMA and find the most stable PMA performance

in [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films by optimizing the deposition conditions.

3. Explore the mechanism responsible for the PMA transition in [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films theoretically and experimentally.

4. Study the influences of post-annealing temperature, CoPt layer thickness, CoO

layer thickness, repetition period and CoO seed layer on PEB in [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films systematically.

5. Find the best PEB performance in [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films by

optimizing the deposition conditions.

6. Explore the mechanism responsible for the PEB transition in [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films. Try to explain the correlation between PMA and PEB in

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films.
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1.8 Organization of this work

Chapter 1 Introduction: The challenges in the development of longitudinal

magnetic recording are introduced briefly. The development history and

advantages of perpendicular magnetic recording as well as the current

perpendicular magnetic recording media are introduced briefly. The magnetic

anisotropy (including magnetocrystalline anisotropy, interface anisotropy,

magnetoelastic anisotropy and shape anisotropy) as well as exchange bias effect

(including longitudinal exchange bias and perpendicular exchange bias) are

explained in details. The background, objective and organization of this thesis are

listed respectively at the end of this chapter.

Chapter 2 Preparation and characterization of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer

films: First, preparation of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films (including magnetron

sputtering, post annealing and field cooling) is introduced briefly. Second, the

methods used to characterize [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films (including

transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, X-ray reflectivity and atomic

force microscopy) are listed respectively. Third, the magnetic property

measurement and the typical PMA and PEB hysteresis loops of [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films are introduced briefly.

Chapter 3 Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer

films: PMA of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films has been studied systematically in

this chapter. In order to get the best PMA, the influences of post-annealing
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temperature, CoPt thickness, CoO thickness, repetition period and CoO seed

layer on PMA of [CoOx/CoPty]n are studied step by step. According to our

experiments, CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer films show the best PMA

performance and possess the highest thermal stability at the temperature region

between -192oC and 400oC. This indicates CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer

films could be a potential candidate for the PMA application at elevated

temperatures, in particular when they need to be processed at the middle high

temperature region between 300oC and 400oC.

Chapter 4 Magnetoelastically induced magnetic anisotropy transition in

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films: The magnetic anisotropy transition of

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer film with respect to post-annealing has been

studied systematically in this chapter. The strongest PMA of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 is

achieved after post-annealing at 300oC and the tolerable post-annealing

temperature with strong PMA is up to 400oC. The mechanism responsible for the

transition of magnetic anisotropy has been investigated by analyzing CoO/CoPt

interface and CoPt layer internal stress. It is found the effective PMA energy is

proportional to the in-plane tensile stress of CoPt layer but is inversely

proportional to the roughness of CoO/CoPt interface. Finally, by means of low

temperature experiment we demonstrate experimentally that the magnetic

anisotropy transition in this chapter is mainly attributed to the change of CoPt

layer in-plane tensile stress.
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Chapter 5 Perpendicular exchange bias of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films:

PEB of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films has been studied systematically in this

chapter. In order to get the best PEB, the influences of annealing temperature,

CoPt thickness, CoO thickness, repetition period and CoO seed layer on PEB in

[CoOx/CoPty]n were studied step by step. According to our experiments,

300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 film shows the best PEB performance,

having a PEB value of 1060 Oe.

Chapter 6 Magnetoelastically induced perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

and perpendicular exchange bias of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films: In

this chapter, the effects of magnetoelastically induced PMA on PEB have been

studied in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films. We find the PMA strength of CoPt

layer plays an important role on PEB at CoO/CoPt interfaces. With the

enhancement of magnetoelastically induced PMA, great improvement of PEB

was also achieved in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films, which increased from

130 Oe (as-deposited) up to 1060 Oe (300oC-annealed). We consider the

enhanced PMA with more perpendicular spins alignment in CoPt layer results in

the improved PEB in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films through enhanced

perpendicular spins coupling at CoO/CoPt interfaces.

Chapter 7 Conclusions: The general conclusions are listed in this chapter.
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Chapter 2 Preparation and characterization of

[CoOx/CoPty]nmultilayer films

In this chapter, the preparation and characterization methods of [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films are introduced in detail. [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films were

deposited on glass substrate by magnetron sputtering at room temperature, then

vacuum annealed at different temperatures after deposition. The micro-structural

characterizations of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films, including crystallinity,

cross-section, top-surface and interface, were carried out by x-ray diffraction

(XRD), transmission electron microscope (TEM), atomic force microscope (AFM)

and x-ray reflectivity (XRR) respectively. The magnetic anisotropy of

[CoOx/CoPty]nmultilayer films were measured by vibrating sample magnetometer

(VSM) at room temperature and the exchange bias of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer

films were measured at low temperature after field cooling with liquid N2.

2.1 Preparation of [CoOx/CoPty]n film

2.1.1 RF magnetron sputtering of CoO layers

Magnetron sputtering is a method used for physical vapor deposition of thin

films. Nowadays, it has been widely used for the deposition of important industry

coatings[1]. In present work, antiferromagnetic CoO layers were deposited by

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_vapor_deposition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thin_films
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thin_films
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radio frequency magnetron sputtering (RF). The base pressure before deposition

was around 5×10-5 Pa. As is shown in Fig 2-1, pure Co target was used for the

deposition of CoO layers in the atmosphere of 0.8Pa Ar plus 0.2Pa O2. CoO

layers were deposited directly on the glass substrates at room temperature with a

deposition rate around 0.33nm/m.

Fig 2-1 Configuration of magnetron sputtering used for [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer film
deposition (Co target is used for CoO layers deposition, CoPt target was used for CoPt layers

deposition ).

2.1.2 DC magnetron sputtering of CoPt layers

After the deposition of each CoO layer, Ar and O2 mixed gas inside the

chamber would be removed by turbo molecular pump (TMP) and rotary pump

(RP), glass substrate would be rotated 180o through outside holder. Then, the

ferromagnetic CoPt alloy layer would be deposited by direct current magnetron

sputtering (DC) in the atmosphere of 0.8Pa Ar. The deposition rate of CoPt alloy

layer was around 2.5nm/m. Energy dispersive spectrometer was used to
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determine the chemical composition of CoPt alloy layer and it was identified as

Co0.43Pt0.57.

During the deposition, glass substrate would be rotated through outside holder

periodically and CoO/CoPt bilayer was repeated for n times to get [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films. The as-deposited [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer film with size of

1cm×1cm is shown in Fig 2-2.

Fig 2-2 As-deposited [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer film (1cm×1cm).

2.1.3 Post annealing of [CoOx/CoPty]n film

After deposition, the as-deposited [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films would be

post-annealed at different temperatures for 3h. By varying the post-annealing

temperature, the micro-structures of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films were also

changed, allowing us to obtain different magnetic properties.

2.1.4 Field cooling of [CoOx/CoPty]n film
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In chapter 1, we have known that the exchange bias effect is an interfacial

phenomenon associated with exchange coupling created at the FM/AFM interface,

when the system is field-cooled through AFM Néel temperature (TN). So, in the

case of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer film here, its EB was determined at low

temperature around 80K, after field cooling by liquid N2 through AFM CoO Néel

temperature (TN~290K).

2.2 Structure characterization of [CoOx/CoPty]n film

2.2.1 Transmission electron microscopy

2.2.1.1 Fundamental of TEM

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a microscopy technique that are

used to image at a significantly higher resolution by accelerated electrons. The

electrons transmitting through an ultra-thin specimen will interact with the

specimen and obtain the micro-structure information of the transmitted

specimen, including electron density, phase, periodicity and so on. Then, an

micro-structure image of the specimen is formed from the interaction of the

electrons and detected by a sensor such as a CCD camera[2].

The great advantage of TEM is that its resolution is tens of thousands times

higher than the optical microscopes and can even observe the atom arrangements

in the specimen, due to the smaller de Broglie wavelength of electrons[3].

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microscope
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_resolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_(waves)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavelength
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CCD_camera
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Broglie_wavelength
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2.2.1.2 TEM of [CoOx/CoPty]n film

Fig 2-3 Cross-section TEM images of as-deposited and 300oC-annealed
[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 films (dark layer is CoPt).
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In present work, the cross-section of [CoOx/CoPty]n film was observed by TEM

in order to determine the CoO and CoPt layer thickness and monitor the

micro-structure change of [CoOx/CoPty]n film with post annealing. Fig 2-3 shows

the cross-section TEM images of as-deposited and 300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 films. It is clear in the first TEM image that for the

as-deposited [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 film, the continuous CoO5nm/CoPt5nm

bilayer is repeated periodically with sharp layer transition at each interface.

However, in the second TEM image CoO layers become fuzzy after 300oC

annealing, according to our subsequent experiments this is due to the gradual

decomposition of CoO at high temperature.

2.2.2 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a tool used for identifying the crystal structure. By

measuring the intensities and angles of diffracted X-ray beams, a

three-dimensional electrons density picture of the crystal can be achieved, and

thus the mean positions of the atoms and various other information in the crystal

can be determined from this electron density picture[4-6].

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron
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2.2.2.1 Bragg's law and structure factor

Fig 2-4 Constructive interference (left) and destructive interference (right) between diffracted
X-ray beams. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bragg%27s_law

According to Bragg's law, the strong constructive interference known as Bragg

peaks can be obtained in the diffraction pattern when the scattering angles satisfy

Bragg condition:

where λ is incident X-ray wavelength, dhkl is lattice plane distance, ө is X-ray

incident angle[7]. Fig 2-4 shows the constructive interference and destructive

interference between diffracted X-ray beams. It is well known the constructive

interference corresponds to the related diffraction peak in the XRD pattern.

http://reference.iucr.org/dictionary/Bragg's_law
http://reference.iucr.org/dictionary/Bragg's_law
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Fig 2-5 Structure factor Fhkl.
http://reference.iucr.org/dictionary/Structure_factor

On the other hand, for the crystal unit cell that contains several atoms, the

intensity of a diffracted beam Ihkl is directly related to the amplitude of the

structure factor Fhkl:

where Fhkl is a complex function (it has amplitude and phase) describing the sum

of diffracted X-rays by all atoms in the unit cell, h,k,l are Miller

indices, xj,yj,zj are the position of the j atom, fj is the scattering factor of the j

atom[8-13].

http://reference.iucr.org/dictionary/File:Sfac4.gif
http://reference.iucr.org/dictionary/Miller_indices
http://reference.iucr.org/dictionary/Miller_indices
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2.2.2.2 CoPt structure

Fig 2-6 Crystal structure of FCC CoPt alloy (Co or Pt occupies each lattice point randomly).

In present work, CoPt layer is solid solution alloy with composition of

Co0.43Pt0.57. It has preferred face centered cubic structure (FCC), which can be

attributed to the addition of Pt, since CoPt alloy with Pt component is

energetically favorable to form strong FCC texture[14]. Fig 2-6 is the crystal

structure of FCC CoPt alloy, in which Co or Pt atom occupies each lattice point

randomly and form solid solution state.

For the specified FCC CoPt unit cell, it contains four atoms with positions as:

(0,0,0), (1/2,1/2,0), (1/2,0,1/2), (0,1/2,1/2). So, according to the definition of

structure factor Fhkl mentioned above, the diffracted peak intensities Ihkl of FCC

CoPt can be expressed as follow:

16f 2 (if h,k,l all are even or all are odd, strong peak)

Ihkl=|Fhkl|2 =

0 (the others, no peak)
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2.2.2.3 CoO structure

Fig 2-7 Crystal structure of FCC CoO (black balls represent Co atoms).

CoO layer is also FCC structure, but it is a little different from the FCC CoPt

alloy. As is shown in Fig 2-7, the FCC CoO lattice contains of two

interpenetrating FCC Co2+ sublattice and FCC O2- sublattice. Each lattice point

includes both Co2+ and O2-, forming a oxygen octahedron with Co2+ in the center.

So, different from FCC CoPt, for the specified FCC CoO unit cell it contains

four Co atoms with positions as: (0,0,0), (1/2,1/2,0), (1/2,0,1/2), (0,1/2,1/2) and

four O atoms with positions as: (1/2,1/2,1/2), (1/2,0,0), (0,0,1/2), (0,1/2,0).

According to the definition of structure factor Fhkl mentioned above, the

diffracted peak intensities Ihkl of FCC CoO can be expressed as follow:

16(fCo+fO)2 (if h,k,l all are even, strong peak)

Ihkl=|Fhkl|2 = 16(fCo-fO)2 (if h,k,l all are odd, weak peak)

0 (the others, no peak)
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2.2.2.4 XRD of [CoOx/CoPty]n film

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films were deposited directly on glass substrate by

magnetron sputtering at room temperature, then vacuum annealed at different

temperatures for 3h after deposition. By varying the post-annealing temperature,

the micro-structures of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films were also changed,

allowing us to obtain different crystallinity.

Fig 2-8 Out-of-plane XRD profile of CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 film.

A typical out-of-plane XRD profile of [CoOx/CoPty]n film is shown in Fig 2-8.

Firstly, it is clear to see that both as-deposited and 300oC-annealed

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 films are well crystallized with preferred FCC CoPt

(111) orientation. As to the 300oC-annealed sample, its CoPt (111) peak becomes

stronger, indicating the improvement of CoPt crystallinity by annealing. Since
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<111> directions are the easy magnetization axes of FCC CoPt, we believe the

strong <111> orientation of CoPt layers is favorable for the development of

strong PMA in [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films. Secondly, we can find an evident

split in 300oC-annealed CoPt (111) peak, and this is due to the modulation from

the periodic multilayer structure.

On the other hand, although CoO is also FCC structure with (111) orientation,

its (111) peak is much lower than CoPt (111) peak. Firstly, this can be attributed

to the influence of structure factor Fhkl mentioned above. According to our

previous analysis, the (111) diffracted peak intensity ICoPt(111) of FCC CoPt can be

expressed as ICoPt(111)=|FCoPt(111)|2=16f 2 (if h,k,l all are even or all are odd, strong

peak), and the (111) diffracted peak intensity ICoO(111) of FCC CoO can be

expressed as ICoO(111)=|FCoO(111)|2=16(fCo-fO)2 (if h,k,l all are odd, weak peak). We

can find CoPt (111) is a strong peak but CoO (111) is a weak peak. Secondly, in

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 film, the top-surface is CoPt layer and it is easy to

understand this also leads to the stronger CoPt (111) peak.

2.2.3 X-ray reflectivity

2.2.3.1 Fundamental of XRR

X-ray reflectivity (XRR) is a techinque used for interface characterization of

thin films in a nondestructive manner, and it can determine film density, surface

or interface roughness and film thickness roughly[15].
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Fig 2-9 X-ray reflectivity of multilayer film.

X-ray reflectivity of multilayer film is shown in Fig 2-9. At every interface, a

portion of X-ray is reflected and all of these partially reflected X-ray beams will

create a interference pattern as a function of incidence angle (over a angle range

closes to the critical angle).

Fig 2-10 Information provided by XRR[15].
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Generally, the XRR profile of a film as shown in Fig 2-10 provides information

of critical angle, slope and periodicity of interference peak, which correspond to

the density of thin film, surface or interface roughness, and thin film thickness,

respectively[15].

2.2.3.2 XRR of [CoOx/CoPty]n film

In present work, XRR was only an assistant tool used to characterize the

CoO/CoPt interface quality of [CoOx/CoPty]n film and measure the change of

CoO/CoPt interface with post-annealing.

Fig 2-11 XRR profile of CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 film.

A typical XRR profile of [CoOx/CoPty]n film is shown in Fig 2-11. Firstly, it is

clear that three Bragg main peaks which generate from the modulation of periodic

structure can be seen in both samples, indicating good periodicity and good
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interface quality in CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 films. Secondly, compared with

the as-deposited sample, the slight decreasing of slope with enhanced Kiessig

fringes in 300oC-annealed CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 film indicates that the

CoPt5nm/CoO5nm interfaces become smoother after annealing at 300oC.

2.2.4 Atomic force microscopy

2.2.4.1 Fundamental of AFM

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a kind of high-resolution scanning probe

microscopy. It can provide a three-dimensional surface profile at a high resolution

and is possible to quantify the surface roughness at the same time. The detector

on AFM is a cantilever with a sharp tip at its end which is used to scan the

specimen surface. When the tip of cantilever touches the sample

surface, forces between the tip and the sample will lead to a bend of the cantilever.

AFM processes the bend of cantilever and converts it into an electrical signal. In

addition, most AFM can work well in ambient air environment, and samples

viewed by AFM usually do not need any special treatments which would damage

the sample inevitably[16-18].

2.2.4.2 AFM of [CoOx/CoPty]n film

In present work, to quantify the post-annealing induced interface change,

[CoOx/CoPty]n film top-surface topography was measured by AFM as an intuitive

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scanning_probe_microscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scanning_probe_microscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantilever
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantilever
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Force
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reference of CoO/CoPt interface. We also derived the [CoOx/CoPty]n film top

surface root-mean-square roughness from AFM images, which is an important

parameter in judging the magnetic property of [CoOx/CoPty]n film.

Fig 2-12 Two-dimensional AFM images of [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 film (a: as-deposited, b:
250oC-annealed, c: 300oC-annealed, d: 350oC-annealed, e: 400oC-annealed, f:

500oC-annealed).
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Fig 2-13 Three-dimensional AFM images of [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 film (a: as-deposited, b:
250oC-annealed, c: 300oC-annealed, d: 350oC-annealed, e: 400oC-annealed, f:

500oC-annealed).
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Fig 2-14 The dependence of [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 top-surface roughness on post-annealing
temperature.

A typical AFM profile of [CoOx/CoPty]n film is shown as above. It includes the

two-dimensional AFM images (Fig 2-12), the three-dimensional AFM images

(Fig 2-13) as well as the derived top-surface roughness values from AFM images

(Fig 2-14).

It is clear in Fig 2-14 that when the annealing temperature is below 300°C the

top-surface roughness of [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 can be reduced by annealing,

due to the coalescence of grains and the removal of defects. On the contrary,

when the annealing temperature is above 300°C the [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5

top-surface becomes rougher and rougher with the increasing of annealing

temperature. According to our experience, this results from the gradual

decomposition of underneath CoO layer at high temperature.
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2.3 Magnetic property measurement

2.3.1 Ferromagnetic CoPt

Ferromagnets are very important in modern industry, and they are the basis for

many electrical and electro-mechanical devices such as generators, transformers,

electric motors, electromagnets as well as hard disk magnetic storage. The

common ferromagnets in nature are iron, nickel, cobalt and most of their

alloys[19, 20].

Fig 2-15 Magnetic moments of Co atoms in FCC ferromagnetic CoPt lattice.

In present work, ferromagnetic CoPt alloy is FCC crystal structure. As is

shown in Fig 2-15, in each CoPt magnetic domain (usually it contains several

CoPt lattices), the magnetic moments of all Co atoms keep parallel and point in

the [111] direction. So, <111> directions are the so-called easy magnetization

axes of FCC CoPt. In [CoOx/CoPty]n films, each CoPt layer is made of tens of

thousands of CoPt magnetic domains and the moments of separate domains point

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_generator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_motor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hard_disk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_storage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nickel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cobalt
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in different directions. So, without external magnetic field, all the CoPt magnetic

domains are arranged randomly, and thus the magnetization of a [CoOx/CoPty]n

film is zero at its virgin state. The Curie temperatures of Co is around 1388 K.

2.3.2 Antiferromagnetic CoO

Antiferromagnets occur commonly among transition metal compounds,

especially oxides, when they are cooled below a critical temperature known as

the Neel temperature. They can couple with ferromagnets at FM/AFM interfaces

through a mechanism known as exchange bias[21-23].

Fig 2-16 Magnetic moments of Co atoms in FCC antiferromagnetic CoO lattice[24].

In present work, antiferromagnetic CoO is slao FCC crystal structure. The Neel

temperatures of CoO is around 290K. As is shown in Fig 2-16, when the

temperature is blow 290K, CoO (111) planes are the uncompensated Co magnetic

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transition_metal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exchange_bias
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moment planes and all Co magnetic moments in (111) planes point in the [117]

direction. But, the Co magnetic moments locating in (222) planes align

antiparallel to the neighboring magnetic moments locating in (111) planes. In

each CoO magnetic domain, the half-apex angle between [111] and [117] is

around 43o [25, 26].

2.3.3 Co magnetic moments configuration at CoO/CoPt interface

Fig 2-17 The schematic picture of Co magnetic moments configuration at CoO/CoPt
interface (blue arrows represent the Co magnetic moments of FM CoPt layer, red arrows

represent the Co magnetic moments of AFM CoO layer)[26].

Here, we assume the perfect CoPt (1 -1 1) and CoO (1 -1 1) textures are

obtained at CoO/CoPt (AFM/FM) interface. So, after perpendicular field cooling

down through CoO Neel temperature, all the Co magnetic moments of CoPt layer
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will keep parallel and point to [1 -1 1] direction. On the other hand, all the Co

magnetic moments of CoO layer will keep antiparallel and point to [-1 -1 7]

direction, having a 43o half-apex angle with [1 -1 1] direction. Most importantly,

among the Co magnetic moments of CoO layer, those locating close enough to

the CoO/CoPt interface will align in [1 -1 1] direction due to the coupling

interaction between CoPt and CoO[26].

2.3.4 Vibrating sample magnetometer

Fig 2-18 The schematic diagram of VSM.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:VSM_en.svg
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In present work, vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) was used to measure

the magnetic property of [CoOx/CoPty]n films. VSM was invented in 1955 by

Simon Foner at Lincoln Laboratory MIT. It measures the magnetization of a

small magnetic sample placed in an external magnetizing field by converting the

dipole field of the magnetic sample into an electrical signal[27]. Fig 2-18 is the

schematic diagram of VSM. Sample is vibrated physically along Z-axis with

sample holder inside a magnetic field which magnetizes the sample. The signal

induced in the pick-up coils by sample magnetic field is compared with a

standard specimen, and the hysteresis loop of magnetic sample can be obtained.

2.3.5 PMA magnetic hysteresis loops of [CoOx/CoPty]n film

A typical hysteresis loop profile of as-deposited, 100°C-annealed,

300°C-annealed and 400°C-annealed CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 films with

strong PMA is shown in Fig 2-19 (measured at RT).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
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Fig 2-19 Hysteresis loops of as-deposited, 100°C-annealed, 300°C-annealed and
400°C-annealed CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 films (measured at RT).
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2.3.6 PEB magnetic hysteresis loops of [CoOx/CoPty]n film

Fig 2-20 (right column) shows the perpendicular exchange bias effect in

300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5, 300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5

and 300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoO7nm]5 films, measured at LT around -192oC

after perpendicular field cooling.

Fig 2-20 Hysteresis loops of 300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5, 300°C-annealed
[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 and 300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoO7nm]5 films (left column was
measured at RT, right column was measured at LT after perpendicular field cooling).
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2.4 Summary

First, preparation of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films (including magnetron

sputtering, post annealing and field cooling) is introduced briefly. Second, the

methods used to characterize [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films (including

transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, X-ray reflectivity and atomic

force microscopy) are listed respectively. Third, the magnetic property

measurement and the typical PMA and PEB hysteresis loops of [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films are introduced briefly.
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Chapter 3 Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films

3.1 Introduction

Perpendicular magnetic recording, which is based on up and down

magnetization in perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) thin film, was firstly

proposed in the late 1970s[1,2]. After that, PMA has been proposed in various

configurations during the past decades, since it is of great importance in high

density perpendicular magnetic recording[3-10].

In 1985, Carcia reported PMA with layered structure in Co/Pd system and

explained the mechanism responsible for PMA in terms of the interface

anisotropy[3]. A few years later, PMA was also observed in Co/Au, Co/Pt and

Co/Ru systems, of which the magnetic anisotropy could be enhanced by

improving the interface quality [4-6]. However, it is universal in the above

metallic multilayer films that PMA always deteriorates at elevated temperatures

higher than 250oC-300oC due to the interface diffusion, which limits their

applications greatly[7].

Recently, AlN and TiN were used to avoid interface diffusion and PMA was

obtained in CoPt/AlN, FePt/AlN and CoPt/TiN multilayer films with tolerable

temperature up to 600oC. However, in such systems it is hard to get PMA without
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thermal annealing higher than 400oC, which also blocks their applications in

some degree [8-10].

So, at present it is significant to develop PMA materials that can be used at

middle-high-temperature-region between 300oC and 400oC.

In this chapter, PMA of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films has been studied

systematically. In order to get the best PMA, the influences of

annealing-temperature, CoPt thickness, CoO thickness, period and seed layer on

[CoOx/CoPty]n PMA were studied step by step. According to our experiments,

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer films show the best PMA performance and

possess the highest thermal stability at the temperature region between -192oC

and 400oC. This indicates CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer films could be a

potential candidate for the PMA application at elevated temperatures, in

particular when they need to be processed at the middle high temperature region

between 300oC and 400oC.

Keywords:

PMAof [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer film,

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer film,

PMA thermal stability between -192oC and 400oC,

PMA application at temperature region between 300oC and 400oC.
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3.2 Experimental details

3.2.1 Preparation of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films

In order to find the best PMA performance, a series of [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films with different CoPt thickness, different CoO thickness, different

period and different seed layer were prepared. [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films

were deposited on glass substrate at room temperature (RT) by magnetron

sputtering. Ferromagnetic Co0.43Pt0.57 alloy layers were deposited by DC

sputtering with 0.8Pa Ar, antiferromagnetic CoO layers were deposited by RF

sputtering with gas mixture of 0.8Pa Ar and 0.2Pa O2, the base pressure before

deposition was around 5×10-5 Pa. After deposition, [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer

films were vacuum annealed at different temperatures for 3h, respectively.

The related preparation details of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films are shown

clearly in Table 3-1~Table 3-6.

3.2.2 Characterizations of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films

The RT M-H hysteresis loops of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films were

measured by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) directly.

The low temperature M-H hysteresis loops were measured at -192oC by VSM

after cooling by liquid N2.
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Table 3-1. [CoOx/CoPty]n with different CoPt thickness and different annealing temperature
25oC-deposited 250oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed 400oC-annealed 500oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt9nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt12nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Table 3-2. [CoOx/CoPty]n with different CoO thickness
25oC-deposited 250oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ● ● ● ●

[CoO10nm/CoPt5nm]3 ● ● ● ●

Table 3-3. [CoOx/CoPty]n with different period
300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]1 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]3 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]7 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]12 ●

Table 3-4. [CoOx/CoPty]n without and with CoO20nm seed layer
25oC-deposited 100oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ● ● ● ●

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ● ● ●

Table 3-5. [CoPty/CoOx]n with CoO20nm seed layer but different CoPt thickness
-192oC-cooled 25oC-deposited 300oC-annealed

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ● ●

CoO20nm/[CoPt6nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ● ●

Table 3-6. PMA thermal stability of CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5
-192oC-cooled 25oC-deposited 100oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed 400oC-annealed

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●
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3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 [CoOx/CoPty]n with different CoPt thickness and different

annealing temperature

25oC-deposited 250oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed 400oC-annealed 500oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt9nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt12nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films with different CoPt thickness y and different

post-annealing temperature were studied in section 3.3.1. The related M-H

hysteresis loops of [CoO5nm/CoPty]5 multilayer films are listed in Fig 3-1, Fig 3-2,

Fig 3-3, Fig 3-4 and Fig 3-5, individually. The comprehensive comparison of

their M-H hysteresis loops is shown in Fig 3-6.

Based on the results, it can be seen both CoPt thickness and post-annealing

temperature play important roles in developing strong PMA. In Fig 3-6, for the

specified CoPt thickness, the strongest PMA can be obtained in 300oC-annealed

sample. Apart from post-annealing, ferromagnetic CoPt layer thickness y is also
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very important, in particular y has great influences on the magnetic anisotropy of

the as-deposited [CoO5nm/CoPty]5 sample. However, PMA shows evident

degradation tendency when the annealing temperature is above 350oC. To our

knowledge, this is due to the gradual decomposition of CoO layer at high

temperatures.

On the other hand, the effective PMA energy Keff was also listed in Fig 3-6.

Based on the Keff shown in Fig 3-6, it is clear to see that 300oC is the best

annealing temperature to get the strongest PMA, and 5nm is the best CoPt

thickness to get stable PMA.
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Fig 3-1 Hysteresis loops of as-deposited, 250°C-annealed, 300°C-annealed, 350°C-annealed,

400°C-annealed and 500°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 samples (measured at RT).
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Fig 3-2 Hysteresis loops of as-deposited, 250°C-annealed, 300°C-annealed, 350°C-annealed,

400°C-annealed and 500°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples (measured at RT).
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Fig 3-3 Hysteresis loops of as-deposited, 250°C-annealed, 300°C-annealed, 350°C-annealed,

400°C-annealed and 500°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples (measured at RT).
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Fig 3-4 Hysteresis loops of as-deposited, 250°C-annealed, 300°C-annealed, 350°C-annealed,

400°C-annealed and 500°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt9nm]5 samples (measured at RT).
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Fig 3-5 Hysteresis loops of as-deposited, 250°C-annealed, 300°C-annealed, 350°C-annealed,

400°C-annealed and 500°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt12nm]5 samples (measured at RT).
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Fig 3-6 Hysteresis loops and Keff of [CoO5nm/CoPty]5 with different CoPt thickness y=

2.5nm, 5nm, 7nm and 9nm (measured at RT).
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3.3.2 [CoOx/CoPty]n with different CoO thickness

25oC-deposited 250oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ● ● ● ●

[CoO10nm/CoPt5nm]3 ● ● ● ●

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films with different CoO thickness x and different

post-annealing temperature were studied in section 3.3.2. The related M-H

hysteresis loops are listed in Fig 3-7.

According to Fig 3-7, we can find 5nm is the better CoO thickness to get stable

PMA, and 300oC is also the best annealing temperature to get the strongest PMA.
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Fig 3-7 Left: hysteresis loops of [CoO10nm/CoPt5nm]3 samples (measured at RT).

Right: hysteresis loops of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples (measured at RT).
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3.3.3 [CoOx/CoPty]n with different period

300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]1 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]3 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]7 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]12 ●

300oC-annealed [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films with different period were

studied in section 3.3.3. The related M-H hysteresis loops of 300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]n multilayer films are listed in Fig 3-8.

According to Fig 3-8, we can find n=5 is the best repetition-period to get the

strongest PMA.
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Fig 3-8 Hysteresis loops of 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]n with different period n=1, 3, 5,

7, 10, 12 (measured at RT).
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3.3.4 [CoOx/CoPty]n without and with CoO20nm seed layer

25oC-deposited 100oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ● ● ● ●

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ● ● ●

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films without and with CoO20nm seed layer were

studied in section 3.3.4. The related M-H hysteresis loops of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5

without CoO20nm seed layer and CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 with CoO20nm seed

layer are listed in Fig 3-9.

According to Fig 3-9, we can find CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer film

with CoO20nm seed layer possesses better PMA performances than

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer film, especially for the 25oC-deposited and

100oC-annealed samples.
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Fig 3-9 Left: hysteresis loops of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples (measured at RT).

Right: hysteresis loops of CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 samples (measured at RT).
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3.3.5 [CoPty/CoOx]n with CoO20nm seed layer but different CoPt

thickness

-192oC-cooled 25oC-deposited 300oC-annealed

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ● ●

CoO20nm/[CoPt6nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ● ●

[CoPty/CoOx]n multilayer films with CoO20nm seed layer but different CoPt

thickness were studied in section 3.3.5. The related M-H hysteresis loops of

CoO20nm/[CoPty/CoO5nm]5 are listed in Fig 3-10.

According to Fig 3-10, we can find CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5multilayer film

possesses better PMA performances than CoO20nm/[CoPt6nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer

film, especially for the 25oC-deposited sample.
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Fig 3-10 Left: hysteresis loops of CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 samples.

Right: hysteresis loops of CoO20nm/[CoPt6nm/CoO5nm]5 samples.
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3.3.6 PMA thermal stability of CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5

In section 3.3.1~3.3.5, the influences of annealing temperature, CoPt thickness,

CoO thickness, repetition period and seed layer on [CoOx/CoPty]n PMA were

studied step by step. By optimizing the deposition conditions, we found

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer films show the best PMA performance.

In this section, PMA thermal stability of CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer

films were further studied. The related M-H hysteresis loops of

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 are listed in Fig 3-11.

According to Fig 3-11, we can find CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5multilayer film

possesses very high PMA thermal stability at the temperature region between

-192oC and 400oC. This indicates CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer films

could be a potential candidate for the PMA application at middle high

temperature region between 300oC and 400oC.

-192oC-cooled 25oC-deposited 100oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed 400oC-annealed

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ● ● ● ● ●
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Fig 3-11 Hysteresis loops of -192oC-cooled, as-deposited, 100°C-annealed, 300°C-annealed,

350°C-annealed and 400°C-annealed CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 samples.
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3.4 Conclusion

1. To get the strongest PMA in [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films, the influences of

post-annealing temperature, CoPt thickness y, CoO thickness x, repetition period

n and CoO seed layer on PMA of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films have been

studied systematically.

2. Enhanced PMA can be obtained in the annealed [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer

films. Especially, the strongest PMA can be obtained in the 300oC-annealed

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films.

3. By optimizing the deposition conditions, CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5

multilayer films show the best PMA performance and possess the highest thermal

stability at the temperature region between -192oC and 400oC.

4. To our knowledge, PMA surviving at temperature region between 300oC and

400oC is obtained for the first time in [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films.

5. In our opinion, CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer films could be a

potential candidate for the PMA application at elevated temperatures, in

particular when they need to be processed at the middle high temperature region

between 300oC and 400oC.
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Chapter 4 Magnetoelastically induced magnetic

anisotropy transition in [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5
multilayer films

4.1 Introduction

During the past decades, multilayer films with perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy (PMA) have been proposed in various configurations [1-7]. In 1985,

Carcia firstly reported PMA for layered structure in Co/Pd system, and explained

the mechanism responsible for PMA in terms of the interface anisotropy

originated from the broken symmetry at the interface [1]. A few years later, PMA

was also observed in Co/Au, Co/Pt and Co/Ru systems, of which the magnetic

anisotropy could be enhanced by improving the interface quality [2-4].

Recently, AlN was used instead of noble metal layer to avoid interdiffusion and

PMA was obtained in CoPt/AlN and FePt/AlN systems after thermal annealing at

temperatures up to 600oC [5-7]. In such multilayer films, it was considered that

both interface anisotropy and magnetoelastic effect played important roles in

promoting PMA.

In this chapter, the magnetic anisotropy of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer

film with respect to post-annealing has been studied systematically.

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer film undergoes a smooth transition from
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longitudinal magnetic anisotropy (LMA) to perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

(PMA) upon annealing and returns backward to LMA at high temperature of

550oC. The strongest PMA of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 is achieved after

post-annealing at 300oC and the tolerable post-annealing temperature with strong

PMA is up to 400oC.

The mechanism responsible for the transition of magnetic anisotropy has been

investigated by analyzing CoO/CoPt interface and CoPt layer internal stress. It is

found the effective PMA energy is proportional to the in-plane tensile stress of

CoPt layer but is inversely proportional to the roughness of CoO/CoPt interface.

Finally, by means of low temperature experiment we demonstrate

experimentally that the magnetic anisotropy transition in this chapter is mainly

attributed to the change of CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress. In other words, it is

a magnetoelastically induced magnetic anisotropy transition in

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films.

Keywords:

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer film,

transition of magnetic anisotropy,

magnetoelastic effect.
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4.2 Experimental Details

4.2.1 Preparation of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films were deposited on glass substrate at

room temperature (RT) by magnetron sputtering. Ferromagnetic Co0.43Pt0.57 alloy

layers were deposited by DC sputtering with 0.8Pa Ar, antiferromagnetic CoO

layers were deposited by RF sputtering with a gas mixture of 0.8Pa Ar and 0.2Pa

O2. The base pressure before deposition was around 5×10-5 Pa. After deposition,

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films were vacuum annealed at 200°C, 250°C,

300°C, 350°C, 400°C, 500°C and 550°C for 3h respectively, then cooled down to

RT.

4.2.2 Characterizations of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films

After cooling down from annealing-temperature to RT, the M-H hysteresis

loops of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 were measured at RT by vibrating sample

magnetometer (VSM) and the effective PMA energy (Keff) was extracted by

calculating the area between out-of-plane and in-plane M-H hysteresis loops.

The low temperature M-H hysteresis loops of 200oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 were further measured after cooling with liquid N2.

By varying the post-annealing temperature, the microstructure of

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer film was also changed, allowing us to obtain

different crystallinity, interface and in-plane stress. The microstructure
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characterizations of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5, including crystallinity and top-surface

topography, were carried out by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and atomic force

microscope (AFM). [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 top-surface root-mean-square

roughness (Rrms) was derived from AFM as an intuitive reference of CoO/CoPt

interface. CoO/CoPt interface was characterized by XRR. CoPt in-plane grain

diameter was calculated by Scherrer formula. CoPt layer internal stress was

calculated by sin2φ method through analyzing its in-plane (11-1) and the

out-of-plane (111) lattice distances.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Hysteresis loops of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films

The M-H hysteresis loop evolution of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films

with respect to the post-annealing temperature is shown in Fig 4-1. It is clear that

PMA can be developed by annealing, although [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 film shows

a strong LMA in the as-deposited state.
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Fig 4-1 Hysteresis loops of a: as-deposited, b: 200°C-annealed, c: 250°C-annealed, d:

300°C-annealed, e: 350°C-annealed, f: 400°C-annealed, g: 500°C-annealed and h:

550°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples (measured at RT).
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In detail, with increasing the annealing temperature up to 400°C,

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 film undergoes a gradual transition from LMA to PMA,

and has a stable PMA performance at the temperature region between 300oC and

400oC. However, PMA shows evident degradation tendency when the annealing

temperature is above 400oC. As is shown in Fig 4-1(g, h), the squareness of

out-of-plane hysteresis loop decreases greatly with increased saturation field,

while the squareness of in-plane hysteresis loop improves gradually with

enhanced coercivity. It is considered that the degradation of PMA is due to the

gradual decomposition of CoO layer at high temperatures. Especially, for the

550°C-annealed sample, its CoO layers are decomposed significantly and it

returns to LMA with enhanced saturation magnetization (as is shown in Fig 4-2)

and improved coercivity, due to the interaction between CoPt and new generated

ferromagnetic Co phase. Compared with the as-deposited sample, the in-plane

saturation magnetization of 550°C-annealed sample increases obviously. This is

also due to the decomposition of CoO layers and thus the increased total amount

of ferromagnetic Co after 550°C-annealing.

Moreover, to compare the magnetic properties of different

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples objectively, the effective PMA energy Keff was

calculated based on the M-H hysteresis loops shown in Fig 4-1. As is shown in

Fig 4-2, with the increasing of annealing temperature up to 400°C, Keff increases

gradually from -0.74MJ/m3 up to 0.62MJ/m3 and has a maximum value of
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0.86MJ/m3 at 300°C with respect to the strongest PMA. However, Keff decreases

evidently when the annealing temperature exceeds 400°C, especially for the

550oC-annealed sample its Keff drops to -0.82MJ/m3.

Fig 4-2 Saturation magnetization and effective PMA energyKeff of all
[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples.
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4.3.2 AFM images of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films

It is well known that in magnetic multilayer films the effective PMA energy

Keff can be written as the sum of interface anisotropy (Ks) and volume anisotropy

(Kv) by:

vseff KtKK  /2
where t is the thickness of magnetic layer, 2Ks indicates both top and bottom

interface anisotropy of magnetic layer [6].

So, in order to find the mechanism responsible for the transition of magnetic

anisotropy shown in Fig 4-1, interface anisotropy and volume anisotropy of

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 were further considered by analyzing CoO/CoPt interface

roughness, CoPt layer crystallinity and CoPt layer in-plane stress.
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Fig 4-3 Two-dimensional AFM images of a: as-deposited and b: 200°C, c: 250°C, d: 300°C,

e: 350°C, f: 400°C, g: 500°C, h: 550°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples.
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Fig 4-4 Three-dimensional AFM images of as-deposited and 200°C, 250°C, 300°C, 350°C,

400°C, 500°C, 550°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples.
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To quantify the post-annealing induced change of interface,

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 top-surface was measured by AFM as an intuitive

reference of CoO/CoPt interfaces. In our opinion, the variation tendency of

interfaces should keep consistent with the variation tendency of top-surface.

Fig 4-3 and Fig 4-4 are the related two-dimensional and three-dimensional

AFM images of all [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples. It can be seen that the

top-surface topography depends greatly on the post-annealing. When the

temperature is below 300°C the top-surface roughness can be reduced by

annealing due to the coalescence of grains and the removal of defects. On the

contrary, when the temperature is above 300°C, the top-surface becomes rougher

and rougher, at the same time some black holes also occur. To our knowledge, the

rougher interfaces with black holes at high temperatures result from the gradual

decomposition of underneath CoO layer.
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Fig 4-5 CoPt in-plane grain diameter, XRR and top surface roughness Rrms of

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples.

To confirm the effects of post-annealing on interface quality, CoPt in-plane

grain diameter was calculated by Scherrer formula and small angle x-ray

reflection (XRR) was further performed. Fig.4-5 shows the calculated CoPt

in-plane grain diameters at lower post-annealing temperatures and the measured
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XRR profiles at higher post-annealing temperatures.

First, the increasing of CoPt grain diameter at post-annealing temperatures

lower than 300oC leads to the smoother interface. As to the XRR profiles, 4 peaks

can be observed clearly for the 300°C-annealed sample, indicating the sharp

CoO/CoPt interface and good periodicity of layered structure. In contrast, for the

550°C-annealed sample no peak can be observed, and this suggests the

destruction of the layered structure caused by CoO layer decomposition.

The root-mean-square roughness (Rrms) of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 top-surface

derived from AFM is also shown in Fig 4-5. Compared with Fig 4-1, we can find

the AFM results are in good agreement with the well accepted theory that smooth

interfaces (low roughness) are favorable to the enhancement of perpendicular

interface anisotropy Ks in multilayer films [7].
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4.3.3 XRD of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films

Fig 4-6 a: Out-of-plane XRD b: Intensity normalization of CoPt (111) peak.

Fig 4-6(a) is the out-of-plane XRD profile of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5. To

compare the peak position and confirm the peak center, the corresponding

intensity normalization of CoPt (111) peak is listed in Fig 4-6(b). Firstly,
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normalized XRD shown in Fig 4-6(b) reveals that all the samples are well

crystallized with preferred FCC CoPt (111) orientation. This can be attributed to

the addition of Pt, since alloy thin film with Pt component is energetically

favorable to form strong (111) texture along the growth direction [8]. Moreover,

when the annealing temperature is above 200oC, CoPt (111) peak shows a shift

tendency toward higher angle, although it is not that evident. Secondly, in Fig

4-6(a) we can find CoPt (111) peak becomes stronger and stronger with the

increase of annealing temperature, indicating the improvement of CoPt

crystallinity. Since <111> directions are the easy magnetization axes of FCC

CoPt, we believe the stronger <111> orientation is favorable for PMA to some

extent. Thirdly, after annealing at 550oC, the CoPt (111) peak becomes sharper

and its intensity also increases considerably. This indicates an increased structural

coherence length in the perpendicular direction. According to the previous

analysis, CoO layer decomposed significantly after annealing at 550oC, and in

fact CoPt grains also grew in the perpendicular direction by incorporating new

generated Co.

4.3.4 CoPt layer in-plane stress

It is well known the magnetoelastic volume anisotropy of thin films can be

correlated with the in-plane stress by magnetoelastic effect:
//2

3 meK where

Kme is the magnetoelastic energy, λ is the magnetostriction constant, // is the
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in-plane stress [9].

In our experiment, CoPt layer has epitaxial relation with CoO layer during the

deposition process, so it is inevitable that the lattice mismatch between FCC CoPt

(aCoPt = 0.38nm) and FCC CoO (aCoO = 0.43nm) will lead to CoPt layer in-plane

tensile stress after deposition in [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films [8]. Upon

annealing, the as-deposited CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress will be changed

considering the different thermal expansion coefficients between CoPt and CoO,

the improvement of CoPt crystallinity, the gradual decomposition of CoO, the

variation of CoO/CoPt interface as well as the isotropic shrinkage due to the

removal of the interior defects [10].

In this work, CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress was calculated by sin2φ method

through analyzing CoPt out-of-plane (111) and in-plane (11-1) lattice distances.

So, apart from out-of-plane (111) peak, CoPt (11-1) peak was also measured by

tilting [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 films at 70.5° (Here we denote it as in-plane XRD to

make a comparison with out-of-plane XRD, although CoPt (11-1) lattice plane

has a dihedral angle = 70.5° to its (111) lattice plane).
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Fig 4-7 a: In-plane XRD b: Gauss fitting of CoPt (11-1) peak.

We can see in Fig 4-7 that upon annealing CoPt (11-1) peak shifts toward

lower angle firstly then shifts backward. According to Bragg law, this indicates

CoPt (11-1) inter-planar lattice distance increases firstly then decreases. Since

there exists a CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress in the as-deposited
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[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 which generates from lattice mismatch, it is easy to

understand the increase of in-plane CoPt (11-1) inter-planar lattice distance upon

annealing will lead to enhanced CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress further.

The sin2φ method used to calculate CoPt in-plane tensile stress can be

expressed as follow: under an assumption of equal-biaxial stress state, we denote

the strain at an angle  to the surface normal as  111
 for the (111) textured

FCC CoPt ultra-thin layer, then the strain can be written as:
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42 44
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where a is the lattice distance along the direction of  , 0a is the unstrained

lattice distance, // is the value of stress in the film plane, and Sij is a component

of the compliance array with S11 = 6.51×10-3GPa-1, S12 = -2.48×10-3GPa-1 and S44

= 8.06×10-3GPa-1 [10-13]. Then, we can derive the unknown // by out-of-plane

lattice distance  0 a and in-plane lattice distance  oa 5.70//  .
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Fig 4-8 CoPt in-plane tensile stress σ// of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples.

It is clear in Fig 4-8 that with the increasing of annealing temperature the

calculated CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress σ// increases firstly, then it is partially

released at high temperature. To our knowledge, the release of tensile stress

results from the reduced lattice mismatch between CoPt and the decomposed

CoO.

4.3.5 Correlation between Keff and Rrms,σ//

In the past sections, effective perpendicular magnetic anisotropy energy Keff of

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 films was calculated based on the M-H hysteresis loops,

root-mean-square roughness (Rrms) of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 was derived from

AFM, CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress σ//was calculated by sin2φ method.

So, now we can study the correlation between Keff and Rrms, σ// synthetically,
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and further investigate the mechanism responsible for the magnetic anisotropy

transition shown in Fig 4-1.

Fig 4-9 Top surface roughness Rrms, effective perpendicular magnetic anisotropy energy Keff

and CoPt in-plane tensile stress σ// of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples.

Fig 4-9 lists Keff, Rrms and σ//. Comparing Fig 4-9(b) and Fig 4-9(c), we can find

the variation tendency of Keff is roughly proportional to the calculated stress // .

According to the magnetoelastic effect //2
3 meK mentioned above, it is
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easy to understand that the increase of in-plane tensile stress // will help

promote positive perpendicular magnetoelastic volume anisotropy Kme, since

CoPt alloy has a negative magnetostriction constant λ along <111> direction in

present work [14]. Comparing Fig 4-9(b) and Fig 4-9(a), we can find the variation

tendency of Keff is inversely proportional to the roughness Rrms roughly.

According to our previous analysis, this inversely proportional relationship

between Rrms and Keff is in good agreement with the theory that smooth interfaces

are favorable to the enhancement of perpendicular interface anisotropy Ks in

multilayer films [7].

However, in the foregoing experiments, since it is difficult to control the

microstructural parameters selectively in the annealing process, such as CoPt

layer crystallinity, CoO layer decomposition, CoO/CoPt interface roughness and

CoPt layer internal stress, their precise roles on the magnetic anisotropy transition

of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films still needs further verification.

Different from the previous annealing process, for a specified

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 sample, CoPt in-plane tensile stress will be changed in the

cooling process due to the thermal expansion coefficient differences between

CoPt and CoO, but CoPt crystallinity, CoO decomposition and CoO/CoPt

interface roughness will be frozen and keep unchanged after cooling. So, to

eliminate the influences of CoPt crystallinity, CoO decomposition and CoO/CoPt

interface roughness on the magnetic anisotropy transition of
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[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5, the selected 200oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 sample

was VSM-measured at RT, -100°C and -192°C successively.

Fig 4-10 Hysteresis loops of 200°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 sample (measured at a:

RT, b: -100°C and c: -192°C successively).

It is interesting in Fig 4-10 that with the decreasing of external temperature

200oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 undergoes a smooth transition from LMA
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to PMA. Since CoPt crystallinity, CoO decomposition and CoO/CoPt interface

roughness all are unchanged after cooling for the same sample, here we can

affirm the magnetic anisotropy transition of 200oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 in the cooling process is mainly due to the enlarged CoPt

in-plane tensile stress originating from the thermal expansion differences between

CoPt and CoO. In other words, in the cooling process it is a magnetoelastically

induced magnetic anisotropy transition in 200oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5.

In fact, all the samples shown in Fig 4-1 were measured after cooling from

annealing-temperature to RT. For example, in Fig 4-1(b) the as-deposited sample

was firstly annealed for 3h to make sure its structure was stable at 200oC, then the

sample was cooled down from 200oC to RT. After this cooling process, we

measured its hysteresis loops at RT. In our opinion, CoPt layer tensile stress was

introduced during this cooling process from 200oC to RT, due to the the thermal

expansion mismatch between CoO and CoPt. On the other hand, the low

temperature cooling process from RT to -192oC shown in Fig 4-10 can be

considered as a successive cooling process. So, during the whole cooling process

(200oC→ RT→ -192oC), the change tendency of CoPt layer stress is consistent.
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Fig 4-11 Magnetoelastically induced magnetic anisotropy transition in [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5.

Most importantly, it is reasonable to conclude that the change of CoPt in-plane

stress is the main reason that leads to the magnetic anisotropy transition in

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5, no matter whether it is after annealing or cooling. As is

shown in Fig 4-11, for the 200oC-annealed sample, its Co magnetic moments tend

to be parallel to the film due to the weaker CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress, it is

LMA. In contrast, for the 300oC-annealed sample, its Co magnetic moments tend

to be perpendicular to the film due to the stronger CoPt layer in-plane tensile

stress, it is PMA.

In summary, we believe the phenomenon in Fig 4-1 is magnetoelastically

induced magnetic anisotropy transition.
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4.4 Conclusion

1. The magnetic anisotropy transition of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer film

with respect to post-annealing has been studied systematically.

2. The strongest PMA of [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 is achieved after post-annealing at

300oC and the tolerable annealing temperature with strong PMA is up to 400oC.

3. We demonstrate theoretically and experimentally that the magnetic anisotropy

transition in [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 is mainly attributed to the change of CoPt

layer in-plane tensile stress.
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Chapter 5 Perpendicular exchange bias of

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films

5.1 Introduction

When a multilayer film with ferromagnetic(FM)/antiferromagnetic(AFM)

interfaces is cooled through the Neel temperature (TN) of AFM in a external

magnetic field the shift of FM hysteresis loop (HEB) can be induced, which is

so-called exchange bias effect (EB)[1]. Since its discovery in 1956, exchange bias

(EB) phenomenon has been widely studied, due to its important roles in the

development of fundamental physics, its complicated mechanism and

technological application in spintronics field[2].

In fact, in most cases EB was established in the film plane of FM/AFM

multilayer, which is so-called longitudinal exchange bias (LEB). In the past few

years, with the development of PMA, out-of-plane perpendicular exchange bias

(PEB) was also introduced as an active topic since its discovery in 2000[3].

Nowadays, multilayer films with PEB are considered to be a potential effect

used in the perpendicular spin valve and perpendicular magnetic tunneling

junction e.g. With such industrial background as well as scientific interest, PEB

has been widely studied in FM/AFM multilayer systems[4]. So far, several groups

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_magnetostrictive_effect
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have shown that some systems with PMA can exhibit PEB after field cooling,

such as CoPt/(CoO, FeMn, FeF2) multilayer films[3, 5, 6].

However, many aspects of PEB are still controversial or unresolved so far,

despite the active research in this field. So, considering its important value both

in theory and application, we think it is significant to explore the nature of PEB

further.

In this chapter, PEB of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films has been studied

systematically. In order to get the best PEB, the influences of

annealing-temperature, CoPt thickness, CoO thickness, repetition period and seed

layer on [CoOx/CoPty]n PEB were studied step by step. According to our

experiments, 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 film shows the best PEB

performance, having a PEB value of 1060 Oe.

Keywords:

PEB of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer film,

enhancement of PEB after post-annealing treatment,

300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer film.
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5.2 Experimental details

5.2.1 Preparation of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films

In order to find the best PEB performance, a series of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer

films with different CoPt thickness, different CoO thickness, different period and

different seed layer were prepared. [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films were

deposited on glass substrate at room temperature (RT) by magnetron sputtering.

Ferromagnetic Co0.43Pt0.57 alloy layers were deposited by DC sputtering with

0.8Pa Ar, antiferromagnetic CoO layers were deposited by RF sputtering with gas

mixture of 0.8Pa Ar and 0.2Pa O2, the base pressure before deposition was

around 5×10-5 Pa. After deposition, [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films were vacuum

annealed at different temperatures for 3h, respectively.

The related preparation details of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films are shown

clearly in Table 5-1~Table 5-5.

5.2.2 Characterizations of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films

It is well known that EB phenomenon is an interfacial phenomenon associated

with exchange coupling created at the FM/AFM interface, when the system is

field-cooled through AFM Néel temperature (TN). So, in our experiments PEB

was measured at low temperature around 80K, after perpendicular field cooling

by liquid N2 (from RT to 80K in a 5kOe exterior magnetic field) through CoO

Néel temperature (TN~290K).
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Table 5-1. [CoOx/CoPty]n with different post-annealing temperature
25oC-deposited 100oC-annealed 200oC-annealed 250oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 375oC-annealed 400oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 ● ● ● ● ●

Table 5-2. [CoOx/CoPty]n with different CoPt thickness
300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 ●

Table 5-3. [CoOx/CoPty]n with different CoO thickness
300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ●

[CoO10nm/CoPt5nm]3 ●

Table 5-4. [CoOx/CoPty]n with different period
300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]3 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]8 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 ●

Table 5-5. [CoPty/CoOx]n with CoO20nm seed layer
300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ●

CoO20nm/[CoPt6nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ●
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5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 [CoOx/CoPty]n with different post-annealing temperature

25oC-deposited 100oC-annealed 200oC-annealed 250oC-annealed 300oC-annealed 375oC-annealed 400oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ● ● ● ● ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 ● ● ● ● ●

PEB of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 and [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 multilayer films with

different post-annealing temperature were studied in section 5.3.1. After

perpendicular field cooling by liquid N2 (from RT to 80K in a 5kOe exterior

magnetic field), the out-of-plane M-H hysteresis loops of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 and

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 multilayer films were measured at low temperature around

80K by VSM. The related PEB experimental results of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 and

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 multilayer films are listed in Fig 5-1 and Fig 5-2,

individually.

Firstly, the shift of the out-of-plane hysteresis loop from the origin point

demonstrates the PEB effect clearly. Secondly, much stronger PEB can be

obtained in the annealed samples. Especially, the strongest PEB is achieved in the

300oC-annealed sample. Thirdly, PEB degrades greatly for the sample annealed

above 300°C. In our opinion, the degradation of PEB is due to the decomposition

of CoO layer at high temperature and thus the weakened spin coupling between

CoPt and CoO.
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Fig 5-1 PMA (left: measured at RT) and corresponding PEB (right: measured at LT 80K) of

as-deposited, 100°C-annealed, 250°C-annealed, 300°C-annealed and 375°C-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples.
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Fig 5-2 PMA (left: measured at RT) and corresponding PEB (right: measured at LT 80K) of

as-deposited, 100°C-annealed, 200°C-annealed, 300°C-annealed and 400°C-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 samples.
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5.3.2 [CoOx/CoPty]n with different CoPt thickness

300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 ●

PEB of 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPty]5 with different CoPt thickness

y=2.5nm, 5nm, 7nm were studied in section 5.3.2. After perpendicular field

cooling by liquid N2 (from RT to 80K in a 5kOe exterior magnetic field), the

out-of-plane M-H hysteresis loops of 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPty]5 were

measured at low temperature around 80K by VSM. The related PEB experimental

results are listed in Fig 5-3.

Firstly, for 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPty]5 samples, the thicker the CoPt

thickness is the weaker the PEB will become. Secondly, although the PEB value

of 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5 is the maximum, its rising-edge and

falling-edge are the roughest. Thirdly, overall consideration we think y=5nm is

the optimal CoPt thickness, since 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 has much

smoother edges and PEB value of 1060 Oe. In other words, 300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 shows the best PEB performance among all [CoO5nm/CoPty]5

in this section.
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Fig 5-3 PMA (left: measured at RT) and corresponding PEB (right: measured at LT 80K) of

300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt2.5nm]5, 300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 and

300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 samples.
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5.3.3 [CoOx/CoPty]n with different CoO thickness

300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ●

[CoO10nm/CoPt5nm]3 ●

PEB of 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 and 300oC-annealed

[CoO10nm/CoPt5nm]3 with different CoO thickness y=5nm, 10nm were studied in

section 5.3.3. After perpendicular field cooling by liquid N2 (from RT to 80K in a

5kOe exterior magnetic field), the out-of-plane M-H hysteresis loops were

measured at low temperature around 80K by VSM. The related PEB experimental

results are listed in Fig 5-4.

According to the experimental results, we can find for the 300oC-annealed

samples, CoO thickness y=5nm is better for developing strong PEB.
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Fig 5-4 PMA (left: measured at RT) and corresponding PEB (right: measured at LT 80K) of

300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 and 300°C-annealed [CoO10nm/CoPt5nm]3 samples.
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5.3.4 [CoOx/CoPty]n with different period

300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]3 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]8 ●

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 ●

PEB of 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]n with different repetition period n=3,

5, 8, 10 were studied in section 5.3.4. After perpendicular field cooling by liquid

N2 (from RT to 80K in a 5kOe exterior magnetic field), the out-of-plane M-H

hysteresis loops of 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]n were measured at low

temperature around 80K by VSM. The related PEB experimental results are listed

in Fig 5-5.

According to the experimental results, we can find for the 300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]n, n=5 is the best repetition period for developing strong PEB.
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Fig 5-5 PMA (left: measured at RT) and corresponding PEB (right: measured at LT 80K) of

300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]3, 300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5,

300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]8 and 300°C-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]10 samples.
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5.3.5 [CoPty/CoOx]n with CoO20nm seed layer

300oC-annealed 350oC-annealed

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ●

CoO20nm/[CoPt6nm/CoO5nm]5 ● ●

PEB of CoO20nm/[CoPty/CoO5nm]5 with CoO20nm seed layer but different CoPt

thickness y=5nm, 6nm were studied in section 5.3.5. After perpendicular field

cooling by liquid N2 (from RT to 80K in a 5kOe exterior magnetic field), the

out-of-plane M-H hysteresis loops of 300oC-annealed and 350oC-annealed

CoO20nm/[CoPty/CoO5nm]5 were measured at low temperature around 80K by

VSM. The related PEB experimental results are listed in Fig 5-6.

According to the experimental results, we can find for the

CoO20nm/[CoPty/CoO5nm]5 films with CoO20nm seed layer, it is hard to get strong

PEB with clear rising-edge and falling-edge, although their PMA are very strong

after annealing at 300oC and 350oC.
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Fig 5-6 PMA (left: measured at RT) and corresponding PEB (right: measured at LT 80K) of

300°C/350°C-annealed CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 and 300°C/350°C-annealed

CoO20nm/[CoPt6nm/CoO5nm]5 samples.
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5.4 Conclusion

1. To get the best PBE in [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films, the influences of

post-annealing temperature, CoPt thickness y, CoO thickness x, repetition period

n and CoO seed layer on PEB of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films have been

studied systematically.

2. Enhanced PEB can be obtained in the annealed [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films.

Especially, the strongest PEB can be obtained in the 300oC-annealed

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films.

3. According to our experiments, 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer

film (Fig 5-1) shows the best PEB performance, having a PEB value of 1060 Oe

with clear rising-edge and falling-edge.
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Chapter 6 Magnetoelastically induced perpendicular

magnetic anisotropy and perpendicular exchange bias of

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films

6.1 Introduction

Perpendicular exchange bias (PEB) was introduced as an active topic in the

past few years with the development of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

(PMA). After perpendicular field cooling, PEB has been established in

(CoPt)/(CoO, FeMn, FeF2) multilayer films with PMA [1-3]. Since its discovery,

extrinsic control of PEB has been proposed, due to its scientific significance in

spintronic devices and potential application in high density magnetic random

access memory with perpendicular magnetic tunneling junction (p-MTJ).

At present, the researches aiming to control PEB so far are focused mainly on

enhancing the interfacial exchange coupling by adjusting the FM/AFM interface

roughness, or optimizing the crystalline structures of FM or AFM layer by

employing different seed layers [4,5]. In fact, during the epitaxial growth process

of FM/AFM multilayer films in-plane stress will be introduced inevitably, due to

the lattice mismatch between FM and AFM layer. As is known, the in-plane

stress is considered to be an important physical origin of PMA in FM/AFM

multilayer films, which is so called magnetoelastically induced PMA [6,7].
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In this chapter, the effects of magnetoelastically induced PMA on PEB have

been studied in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films. We find the PMA strength

of CoPt layer plays an important role on PEB at CoO/CoPt interfaces and it is

effective to control PEB of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films by changing

the magnetoelastically induced PMA strength of CoPt layer.

After deposition at room temperature, [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films

were post annealed at 100°C, 250°C, 300°C and 375°C for 3h, respectively.

In-plane tensile stress of CoPt layer was calculated by 2sin method, and we

found it increased gradually upon annealing from 0.99 GPa (as-deposited) up to

3.02 GPa (300oC-annealed). As to the magnetic property, significant

enhancement of PMA was achieved in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films

after annealing due to the increase of CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress. With the

enhancement of magnetoelastically induced PMA, great improvement of PEB

was also achieved in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films, which increased

from 130 Oe (as-deposited) up to 1060 Oe (300oC-annealed), showing the same

change tendency as PMA and the strong correlation with CoPt layer in-plane

tensile stress.

We consider it is the increase of CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress that leads to

the enhancement of CoPt layer PMA, which is favorable for the spins in CoPt

layer aligning to a more perpendicular direction. And thus the enhanced PMA

with more perpendicular spins alignment in CoPt layer results in the improved
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PEB in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films through enhanced perpendicular

spins coupling at CoO/CoPt interfaces.

Keywords:

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer film,

magnetoelastic effect,

perpendicular exchange bias,

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy,

correlation between PEB and PMA.

6.2 Experimental details

6.2.1 Preparation of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films were deposited by magnetron sputtering

on fused quartz substrate at room temperature (RT). The base pressure before

deposition was around 5×10-5 Pa, ferromagnetic Co0.43Pt0.57 solid solution layer

was DC deposited with 0.8Pa Ar, antiferromagnetic CoO layer was RF deposited

with gas mixture of 0.8Pa Ar and 0.2Pa O2. After deposition at room temperature,

the [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films were vacuum annealed at 100°C,

250°C, 300°C and 375°C for 3h, respectively.
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6.2.2 Characterizations of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films

The microstructure characterizations of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films

including cross-section, crystallinity and top surface were carried out by

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD) and atomic

force microscope (AFM), respectively. By 2sin method, residual stress in

CoPt layer was calculated through analyzing its in-plane (11-1) and out-of-plane

(111) lattice parameters. PMA was determined directly at RT with vibrating

sample magnetometer (VSM), PEB was determined at low temperature around

80K after perpendicular field cooling through CoO Néel temperature (TN~290K)

in a 5kOe exterior magnetic field.

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 PMA of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films

PMA M-H hysteresis loops of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films were

determined directly at RT using VSM. Fig 6-1 shows the dependence of PMA on

post-annealing temperature.
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Fig 6-1 PMA M-H hysteresis loops of as-deposited, 100°C, 250°C, 300°C and 375°C

annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples (measured at RT).
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It can be seen that PMA is enhanced after annealing even the as-deposited

sample has already shown PMA. When the sample is annealed up to 300°C, the

squareness of the out-of-plane hysteresis loop is improved gradually with

enhanced coercivity, while the in-plane hysteresis loop becomes more and more

slanted with increased saturation field. As shown in Fig 6-1(d1), the strongest

PMA is achieved when the sample is annealed at 300°C. However, PMA shows

degradation tendency when the annealing temperature is above 350°C and we can

see in Fig 6-1(e1) that PMA becomes weaker for the sample annealed at 375°C.

According to our previous experience, this is due to the decomposition of CoO

layer at high temperature. As to the 400°C annealed sample (not shown here),

CoO layer is greatly decomposed and it becomes magnetic isotropic due to the

interaction of CoPt layer and the increased soft ferromagnetic Co phase.

Fig 6-2 Keff of all [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 calculated from PMA M-H hysteresis loops.
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Moreover, to compare the magnetic properties of different

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples objectively, the effective PMA energy (Keff) was

calculated based on the M-H hysteresis loops shown in Fig 6-1.

As is shown in Fig 6-2, with the increasing of annealing temperature up to

300°C, Keff increases gradually from 0.33MJ/m3 up to 1.70MJ/m3. However, Keff

decreases evidently when the annealing temperature exceeds 300°C due to the

decomposition of CoO layer. Especially for the 375oC-annealed sample, its Keff

drops to 1.12MJ/m3.

6.3.2 PEB of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films

On the other hand, exchange bias is an interfacial phenomenon associated with

exchange coupling created at the FM/AFM interface, when the system is

field-cooled through AFM Néel temperature (TN). So, in the case of

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films here, their PEB was determined at low

temperature around 80K, after perpendicular field cooling by liquid N2 through

CoO Néel temperature TN~290K (cooled from RT to 80K in a 5kOe exterior

magnetic field).

In this section, PEB out-of-plane M-H hysteresis loops of

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples are shown in Fig 6-3. The dependence of PEB

values on post-annealing temperatures are shown in Fig 6-4.
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Fig 6-3 PEB out-of-plane M-H hysteresis loops of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples (measured

at 80K after perpendicular field cooling).
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Fig 6-4 Bias values of all [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples derived from PEB out-of-plane
M-H hysteresis loops.

We can find that the shift of the out-of-plane hysteresis loop from the origin

shown in Fig 6-3 demonstrates the PEB effect clearly. Similar with PMA, PEB

increases from 130Oe to 1060Oe when the samples are annealed up to 300°C,

then it degrades greatly when the annealing temperature is above 350°C. In our

opinion, the degradation of PEB for the 375°C annealed sample is also due to the

decomposition of CoO layer and thus the weakened spin coupling between CoPt

and CoO.

6.3.3 Cross-section TEM and top-surface AFM

In order to characterize the microstructure of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer

films, cross-section TEM and top-surface AFM measurements were carried out

firstly.
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Fig 6-5 Cross-section TEM images of as-deposited (a) and 300oC-annealed (b)
[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples.

In Fig 6-5(a), the continuous multilayer structure with sharp component

transition at CoO5nm/CoPt5nm interfaces can be identified clearly in the

as-deposited sample. However, in Fig 6-5(b) CoO layers become fuzzy after 3h

annealing at 300oC. To our knowledge, this is due to the slight decomposition of

CoO at higher temperature .

Generally, the FM/AFM interface roughness plays important roles in
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determining the magnetic properties of FM/AFM multilayer films [8]. As an

intuitive reference of CoO/CoPt interface, the topography change of

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 top-surface versus annealing was observed using AFM.

Fig 6-6 2D (left) and 3D (right) AFM images of as-deposited (a), 300°C-annealed (b) and
375°C-annealed (c) [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples.

Fig 6-6 shows the top surface profiles of as-deposited, 300°C-annealed and

375°C-annealed samples. The derived roughness value from AFM images are
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3.862nm (as-deposited), 1.534nm (300°C-annealed) and 1.844nm

(375°C-annealed) respectively. First, with the improvement of the top surface

flatness (roughness value changes from 3.862 nm to 1.534 nm after annealing at

300°C) we can confirm the flatness of CoO/CoPt interfaces should be improved

simultaneously, due to the removal of defects and the coalescence of grains. It is

well known the improvement of FM/AFM interface flatness is favorable to the

enhancement of PMA [9]. Second, it can be seen that in 375°C-annealed sample

the decomposition of underneath CoO has great influence on the CoPt top layer,

resulting in the quite different top surface topography with black holes. In our

opinion, this is the main reason that leads to the degradation of PMA and PEB

mentioned above.

6.3.4 XRD and CoPt layer in-plane stress

Fig 6-7 Out-of-plane XRD of all [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples.
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XRD results shown in Fig 6-7 reveal that all the samples are well crystallized

with preferred FCC CoPt (111) orientation. This can be attributed to the addition

of Pt, since alloy thin film with Pt component is energetically favorable to form

strong (111) texture along the growth direction [9]. With the increasing of

annealing temperature, CoPt (111) peak becomes stronger and stronger.

According to our previous analysis, stronger CoPt (111) texture is helpful for the

enhancement of PMA to some extent. Moreover, the multilayer structure can be

confirmed by the satellite peaks around CoPt (111) main peak.

In fact, the lattice mismatch between FCC CoPt (aCoPt = 0.38nm) and FCC CoO

(aCoO = 0.43nm) is around 12% [9]. This will lead to CoPt layer in-plane tensile

stress since CoPt is locally epitaxial growth on CoO layer in the

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films. Upon annealing, the in-plane tensile stress

will be changed considering the different thermal expansion coefficients between

CoPt and CoO, the change of interfaces, the decomposition of CoO as well as the

isotropic shrinkage due to the removal of the interior defects such as the release

of dissolved gas atoms [6].

CoPt in-plane tensile stress was calculated by 2sin method through

analyzing CoPt in-plane (11-1) and out-of-plane (111) lattice parameters [10]. In

order to determine CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress, CoPt (11-1) peak was

further measured by in-plane XRD (Here we denote it as in-plane XRD, although

CoPt (11-1) lattice plane has a dihedral angle = 70.5° to its (111) lattice plane.).
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Fig 6-8 In-plane XRD of all [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 samples.

In Fig 6-8, we can find the CoPt (11-1) peak shifts toward lower angle

gradually upon annealing. In other words, this indicates the CoPt (11-1)

inter-planar distance increases gradually upon annealing, and it will lead to the

increasing of CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress inevitably.

Under an assumption of equal-biaxial stress state, we denote the strain at an

angle  to the surface normal as
 111
 for the (111) textured fcc CoPt

ultra-thin layer, then the strain can be expressed as:
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where a is the lattice parameter along the direction of  , 0a is the

unstrained lattice parameter, // is the value of stress in the film plane, and Sij

is a component of the compliance array with S11 = 6.51×10-3 GPa-1, S12 =
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-2.48×10-3 GPa-1 and S44 = 8.06×10-3 GPa-1 [6,11,12]. Then, we can derive the

unknown // by out-of-plane lattice parameter  0 a and in-plane

lattice parameter  oa 5.70//  .

Fig 6-9 CoPt in-plane tensile stress calculated by sin2ɸ method.

As we can see in Fig 6-9, with the increasing of annealing temperature the

calculated tensile stress increases gradually from 0.99GPa to 3.02GPa, but is

partially released at 375°C. According to our previous analysis, the release of

tensile stress results from the reduced lattice mismatch between CoPt and the

decomposed CoO.

6.3.5 Correlation between CoPt layer stress, PMA and PEB

In order to find the mechanism responsible for the enhancement of PEB in

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5, the correlation between CoPt layer stress, PMA and PEB
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is further studied.

Fig 6-10 CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress and effective PMA energy.
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It is well known the magnetoelastic anisotropy of thin films can be correlated

with the in-plane stress by magnetoelastic effect:

//2
3 meK

where Kme is the magnetoelastic energy, λ is the magnetostriction constant,

// is the in-plane stress [13]. Since CoPt alloy has a negative magnetostriction

constant λ along <111> direction, an in-plane tensile stress //
will help

promote positive magnetoelastic energy Kme [14]. As is shown in Fig 6-10, the

strong proportional-correlation between CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress and

effective PMA energy (Keff) also indicates the enhancement of PMA shown in

Fig 6-1 is mainly from the enhanced CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress.

On the other hand, it is generally accepted that PEB is essentially a spin-spin

interaction generating from the perpendicular spin coupling between FM and

uncompensated AFM at the FM/AFM interface. Therefore, PEB is very sensitive

to the perpendicular spin alignment at the FM/AFM interface and any kind of

modification of the interfacial spin configuration will affect the strength of the

spin coupling and thus the strength of PEB [15,16].
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Fig 6-11 Schematic diagrams of Co magnetic moments arrangement at CoO/CoPt interface in

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 (b: is 100oC-annealed sample, d: is 300oC-annealed sample).

As is shown in Fig 6-11, in the ideal state, we assume the CoO/CoPt interface

is purely smooth, CoPt layer is single domain, Co magnetic moments of CoO

layer near to the interface is 100% perpendicular to the CoO/CoPt interface.

Under this ideal state, it is easy to understand the enhanced PMA with more

perpendicular Co magnetic moments in CoPt layer will result in the improved

PEB at CoO/CoPt interface through enhanced perpendicular spins coupling

between CoPt and CoO.
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Fig 6-12 Correlation between PMA and PEB.
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Fig 6-13 Correlation between effective PMA energy and PEB value.

In summary, it is reasonable to conclude that in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5

multilayer films, enhanced CoPt in-plane tensile stress upon annealing leads to

enhanced PMA, which is favorable for the Co magnetic moments in CoPt layer

aligning to a more perpendicular direction. The more perpendicular Co magnetic

moments alignment in CoPt layer leads to the improved PEB through enhanced

perpendicular spins coupling at the CoO/CoPt interface.

Finally, the strong proportional-correlation between PEB value and effective

PMA energy (shown in Fig 6-13) also demonstrates the improvement of PEB in

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films results from the magnetoelastically

induced PMA enhancement.
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6.4 Conclusion

1. The effects of magnetoelastically induced PMA on PEB have been explored in

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films.

2. We find the PMA strength of FM layer plays an important role on PEB at the

FM/AFM interface and it is effective to control PEB of [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5

multilayer films by changing the PMA strength of CoPt layer.

3. We demonstrate that the PEB improvement in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5

multilayer films is mainly due to the magnetoelastically induced PMA

enhancement and thus the enhanced perpendicular spins coupling at the

CoO/CoPt interface.

4. The positive effect of PMA on PEB at FM/AFM interface in

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films is reported for the first time to our

knowledge.

5. We think the controllable PEB should have potential applications in high

density magnetic random access memory with perpendicular magnetic tunneling

junction.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions

Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and perpendicular exchange bias

(PEB) of [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films have been studied systematically in this

thesis. In order to get the best PMA and the best PEB in [CoOx/CoPty]nmultilayer

films, the influences of post-annealing temperature, CoPt thickness, CoO

thickness, repetition period and CoO seed layer on PMA and PEB were studied

step by step.

According to our experiments, CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer films

show the best PMA performance and possess the highest thermal stability at the

temperature region between -192oC and 400oC. This indicates

CoO20nm/[CoPt5nm/CoO5nm]5 multilayer films could be a potential candidate for the

PMA application at elevated temperatures, in particular when they need to be

processed at the middle high temperature region between 300oC and 400oC.

After perpendicular field cooling, PEB was also obtained in [CoOx/CoPty]n

multilayer films. According to our experiments, 300oC-annealed

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 film shows the best PEB performance, having a PEB value of

1060Oe. We hope this 300oC-annealed [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer film can

have some potential applications in perpendicular magnetic tunneling junction.

The mechanism responsible for the magnetic anisotropy transition in

[CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer films has been studied in detail by analyzing
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CoO/CoPt interface and CoPt layer internal stress. [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 undergoes

a smooth transition from longitudinal magnetic anisotropy (LMA) to PMA upon

annealing and returns backward to LMA at high temperature of 550oC. It is found

the effective PMA energy is proportional to the in-plane tensile stress of CoPt

layer but is inversely proportional to the roughness of CoO/CoPt interface. By

means of low temperature experiment, we demonstrate the magnetic anisotropy

transition observed in [CoO5nm/CoPt7nm]5 multilayer film is mainly attributed to

the change of CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress.

The effects of magnetoelastically induced PMA on PEB have been studied in

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films. In-plane tensile stress of CoPt layer was

calculated by 2sin method, and we found it increased gradually upon annealing

from 0.99 GPa (as-deposited) up to 3.02 GPa (300oC-annealed) in

[CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films. Significant enhancement of PMA was

achieved in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films after annealing due to the

increase of CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress. With the enhancement of

magnetoelastically induced PMA, great improvement of PEB was also achieved

in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films, which increased from 130 Oe

(as-deposited) up to 1060 Oe (300oC-annealed), showing the same change

tendency as PMA and the strong correlation with CoPt layer in-plane tensile

stress. We consider it is the increase of CoPt layer in-plane tensile stress that

leads to the enhancement of CoPt layer PMA, which is favorable for the spins in
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CoPt layer aligning to a more perpendicular direction. And thus the enhanced

PMA with more perpendicular spins alignment in CoPt layer results in the

improved PEB in [CoO5nm/CoPt5nm]5 multilayer films through enhanced

perpendicular spins coupling at CoO/CoPt interfaces.

To our knowledge, the PMA surviving at temperature region between 300oC

and 400oC in [CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer film is obtained for the first time. On the

other hand, the positive effect of PMA on PEB at FM/AFM interface in

[CoOx/CoPty]n multilayer films is also reported for the first time.
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